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ABSTRACT A compact single-fed omnidirectional circularly polarized (OCP) antenna is presented. The
circular polarization is obtained by combining an Alford Loop (AL) and a Wire-Patch (WP) radiating
structures, which are used to generate two orthogonal E-field components. The antenna exhibits a clear
right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) with a dipole-like omnidirectional radiation pattern. A prototype
has been realized using two FR-4 printed circuit boards (PCBs) and experimentally tested. The measured
overlapped −10 dB impedance matching and 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth is 120 MHz wide (4.9%) from
2.40 to 2.52 GHz. The measured RCHP maximum realized gain and total efficiency are 1.91 dBic and
87%, respectively. Its compact size (0.25λ × 0.25λ × 0.08λ), and its low-cost, robust, and easy-to-realize
structure make this antenna suitable for IoT applications.

INDEX TERMS Compact antennas, omnidirectional antennas, circular polarization, Internet-of-Things
(IoT).

I. INTRODUCTION

AMONG the emerging technologies introduced by the
Internet of Things (IoT), Machine-to-Machine (M2M)

communications have attracted much interest during the
last years [1], [2], [3]. In a context where the number
of interconnected devices keeps increasing [4], the use
of communications that do not involve human interaction
becomes crucial. According to forecasts [5], the global
market share for M2M solutions will keep growing by 20.5%
until 2027 with industrial IoT applications taking the lead.
Moreover, the demand for smaller, portable, and longer
battery-life wireless devices drives this growth.
Antennas for IoT applications have to guarantee good

all-around coverage in order to benefit portability, which
is why dipole-like linearly polarized antennas have always
been preferred [6], [7]. Recently, Omnidirectional Circularly
Polarized (OCP) antennas have attracted more attention since
they are effective in combating multi-path fading and do not
require the same relative orientation between transmitting
and receiving antennas [8]. OCP antennas can also enable

more reliable communications that, thanks to the reduced
number of packet re-transmissions, well fit the requirements
of low-power IoT applications [9]. Their design, however,
is not a trivial task, which is further complicated by the
integration constraints of compact IoT devices.
In order to obtain a circular polarization (CP) while

keeping a dipole-like (omnidirectional) radiation pattern,
the E-field components Eθ and Eφ must have the same
magnitude and a phase difference of odd multiples of 90◦
in each point of the azimuth plane [10].

In literature, different OCP antenna designs have been
proposed over the years. In [11], using a coaxial cable for Eθ

and a spiral slot over a surrounding shield for Eφ , a wideband
flat OCP radiation with a 10.2 dBic maximum realized gain
is obtained. However, the overall length of the structure
(8.6λ) is not negligible. Similarly, surrounding a coaxial
cable with radial CP loops [12], the profile of the antenna is
reduced to 1.57λ keeping a high gain and wide bandwidth
of 3.57%. In both cases, the use of the coaxial cable puts a
strong constraint in terms of manufacturing and robustness
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of the structure, but it develops a flat omnidirectional pattern,
able to get high realized gain in the azimuth plane. A
high gain can be also obtained by combining multiple OCP
elements in arrays, as in [13], [14]. However, the size of
these structures remains remarkable, and not suitable for IoT
devices.
Lots of efforts have been done during these years to exploit

CP on compact omnidirectional antennas [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28],
[29]. The common theme to these designs is the composition
of the CP as the combination of the two E-field components
Eθ and Eφ generated by the compound of two antenna
structures.
A combination of a slot and a modified PIFA is proposed

in [15] at this scope. The need, however, for a fourfold
parallel waveguide power divider and 90◦ phase shifter in the
printed feeding network may be demanding to manufacture.
A modified shorted patch and two strips, acting respectively
as a magnetic and an electric source of current to develop an
OCP radiation pattern are combined into a single structure
in [16]. Even though the resulting antenna is easy to
manufacture, the dimension of the strips (λ/4) implies an
overall structure length of 1.8λ.

In [17], Eθ is excited by the TM01 mode of a Dielectric
Resonator Antenna (DRA), while Eφ is due to the horizontal
currents on logarithmic spiral slots in the ground plane.
Similarly, in [18], Eθ is still generated by a DRA, while Eφ

is provided by an Alford Loop (AL) placed on the top of the
DRA. Despite the typical large bandwidth of DRAs, these
antennas present a high profile compared to other solutions
proposed in the literature.
Very low profile (< 0.028λ) antennas are obtained

using a single-layer substrate circular patch that integrates
vias responsible for the vertical Eθ component and slits
that generate Eφ [19], [20], [21]. Similarly, the horizontal
component can be induced from spiral slot shapes carved
on a shorted patch radiator (responsible for the vertical
Eθ component) [22], [23]. These antennas can provide a
wide bandwidth (>14.8%) but their surface is greater than
0.75×0.75λ2 [20], [23]. Reducing the surface of this type of
antenna would imply giving up on the bandwidth [19], [22].
A solution to reduce surface and keep a wide bandwidth is
proposed in [21]. Increasing the volume of the antenna using
stacked shorted patches with slits, a 32.5% usable bandwidth
is obtained. However, the antenna section increases to half
a wavelength.
Another way to generate the Eφ component is using

sets of branches to compose horizontal dipoles, as
in [24], [25], [26], where in both cases Eθ is due to vertical
shorting pins. The λ/2 length of the branches in addition
to the presence of a feeding line in [24] or a transmission
line phase shifter in [25] impose a constraint on the antenna
surface, which becomes greater than 0.6 × 0.6λ. A flexible
structure is achieved in [26], by avoiding the presence of
vertical pins (excluding the feeding one). Meandered lines
are printed on the flexible substrate to well match with

the branch lines. However the size of the structure is still
important (0.55 × 0.55 × 0.2λ).

In [27] the function of the branches is achieved by
using 3D folded monopoles greatly reducing the overall
antenna size 0.22 × 0.22 × 0.076λ3. However, despite the
good performances in terms of bandwidth (3.89%) and gain
(1.59dB), the structure may be fragile due to the unsupported
metal wires acting as folded monopoles.
Another solution is to use two shorted parallel Printed

Circuit Boards (PCBs) arranging the branches on a loop. As
an example, the antenna proposed in [28] has an overall size
that is remarkably small (0.16λ × 0.16λ × 0.03λ), but the
usable bandwidth is narrow (only 0.9% at 1.435 GHz), and
the combination between the orthogonal field components
requires the integration of a feeding network. The use of a
feeding network is avoided in [29] by properly selecting the
distance between the vertical shorting vias and the feeding
pin. The antenna combines a Zeroth-Order Resonator (ZOR)
and a modified AL obtaining a 1.5 dBic maximum gain
and 6% bandwidth at the cost of a larger size (0.4λ ×
0.4λ × 0.08λ).

The combination of branches printed on two substrates to
excite the Eφ component of the CP proposes a good trade-off
between the overall antenna size and the CP performance,
because, despite the use of two PCBs, the antenna profile
remains relatively low (smaller than 0.08λ).

In this paper, a miniature OCP antenna suitable for low-
cost low-power IoT devices is proposed. The antenna is based
on an AL structure [30], which has been combined with
a Wire-Patch (WP) structure to generate CP. This solution
does not require expensive power dividers and power shifters
to excite the two orthogonal electric field components. The
antenna size is 0.25λ × 0.25λ × 0.08λ at 2.45 GHz and
it is printed on two cost-effective FR4 PCBs. This work
completes and extends a preliminary design presented in [31]
by adding the detailed design process, the parametric analysis
of the proposed antenna geometry, and the experimental
characterization.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reports

the description of the antenna structure, the study of the
main geometrical parameters involved in the antenna design
process, and the analysis of the OCP composition. Section III
presents the comparison between numerical and experimental
results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN
A. ANTENNA STRUCTURE
The proposed antenna (Fig. 1) is a combination of modified
AL and WP structures that can excite both Eφ and Eθ com-
ponents, respectively, for the CP polarization at 2.45 GHz.
It is made of two single-layer PCBs with a Z-shape on

each outer face at distance h = 10 mm. The lower Z-shape
is connected to the SMA connector shield, while the SMA
core is connected to a 4 mm wide copper cylinder, which is,
in turn, connected to the upper Z-shape. Both layers present
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FIGURE 1. Structure of the proposed antenna with its fundamental parameters.
(a) Perspective and (b) top, side, and bottom view projections.

FIGURE 2. Theoretical current scheme of an AL antenna [30].

two shorting pins parallel to the central copper cylinder. Two
slots are carved on the diagonal of the upper Z-shaped layer.
The proposed design is based on the structure introduced

by Alford [30] whose theoretical current scheme is presented
in Fig. 2, which provides an omnidirectional horizontally
polarized far-field. Since currents J1 = J2 flows in opposite
direction, the only constructive currents effects are given by
the currents on the arms, namely Jm, that in fact compose
the loop, with a current Jm1 = Jm2.
The antenna design process relies on 3 main steps. First,

a modified Z-shaped AL structure with coaxial feeding is
inspected for the generation of Eφ . Then, vias are introduced
parallel to the central feeding to realize a WP element and
thus excite the Eθ component. Finally, slots are introduced in
the Z-shaped AL upper layer to tune the E-field components
to have the same magnitude at 2.45 GHz, thus enabling an
OCP radiation behavior.

FIGURE 3. Antenna impedance matching behavior during the 3 main design steps
with highlighted design band.

FIGURE 4. Design step #1: modified AL structure. (a)(c) θ = 90◦ E-field farfield cut
[dB (V/m)] along with correspondent (b)(d) current distribution at (a)(b) 3.41 GHz and
(c)(d) 4.1 GHz.

The modified two-layer Z-shaped AL structure can be
seen as a combination of two folded dipoles in each layer.
In order to ease the antenna manufacturing process, the
SMA connector is soldered on the bottom layer, causing an
asymmetry with respect to balanced resonant structures. As
a matter of fact, the feeding point is located on the bottom
layer, and the copper cylinder is therefore responsible for
an increase of the electrical length of the upper layer. This
emerges in Fig. 3 where simulated S-parameters of the three
design steps are presented. For the AL case, the |S11| presents
two minima, at 3.41 and 4.1 GHz. The farfield behavior in
the azimuthal plane at these frequencies, shown in Fig. 4,
confirms that the horizontal radiation is mainly driven by
the folded dipole resonance, while the separation between
the two peaks is given by the electrical length difference
introduced by the feed.
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FIGURE 5. Design step #2: modified AL structure with vertical WP vias. (a) θ = 90◦

E-field farfield cut [dB (V/m)] along with correspondent (b) current distribution at
1.86 GHz.

FIGURE 6. Design step #3: modified AL structure with vertical WP vias and slots.
(a) θ = 90◦ E-field farfield cut [dB (V/m)] along with correspondent (b) current
distribution at 2.44 GHz.

When vias are introduced to integrate the WP structure,
another |S11| minimum appears at 1.86 GHz. As shown in
Fig. 5, at this frequency the Eθ is excited by the current
on the vias. This behavior was expected since, as in a
typical WP structure [32], the two shorting wires between
the two PCBs act as an equivalent parallel inductance to
the capacitance made by the parallel printed Z-shapes. The
resulting equivalent circuit allows the main currents to flow
through the short circuit wires, which become responsible
for the desired typical omnidirectional vertically polarized
radiation pattern.
Finally, two slots are carved on the central trunk of the top

Z-shaped strips. These slots represent an additional degree
of freedom to find the proper balance between the AL and
the WP radiation characteristics, and consequently, a good
impedance matching in the desired band.
In Fig. 3, the peaks due to folded dipoles are still present

and mainly unchanged. The first |S11| minimum responsible
for the Eθ component instead is shifted to 2.45 GHz.
Nevertheless, from Fig. 6 it appears that at this frequency the
Eφ component is now excited too, with an elliptical shape
due to the diagonal trunk, resulting in an overall azimuthal
CP radiation behavior.
As an additional confirmation of this last statement, Fig. 7

shows the amplitude and phase of the E-field components
in the azimuth plane (θ = 90◦) at 2.45 GHz. The well-
balanced AL and WP sources of the antenna structure
compose a stable 90◦ phase shift between the Eθ and Eφ

across the whole azimuth plane. The oscillations on the

FIGURE 7. Amplitude and phase of E-field components across the azimuth θ = 90◦

plane.

Eφ amplitude component can be addressed to the elliptical
shape of the Eφ component azimuthal cut. In Fig. 7, the
RHCP is revealed due to the positive difference between
Eθ and Eφ .

B. PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
All the antenna geometrical parameters have been optimized
with the aim of obtaining a good impedance match-
ing as well as a good CP level in the 2.4 GHz ISM
band, i.e.,{ |S11(f )| ≤ −10 dB

AR(f ) ≤ 3 dB
2.4 ≤ f ≤ 2.5 GHz. (1)

The optimization has been carried out through a parametric
study, whose main results are reported in the following.
Fig. 8 shows the effects of varying the main antenna
geometrical parameters on both the |S11| and the AR. For
each variation, the remaining geometrical parameters have
been kept fixed to the values reported in Tab. 1.

The antenna resonance is mainly controlled by the length
of the arms of the AL (la) and the distance between
the top and bottom PCB layers (h). These two param-
eters are responsible for the antenna’s overall horizontal
and vertical extensions, respectively. Consequently, as their
values increase (decrease), the antenna resonance shifts
towards lower (higher) frequencies, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and
Fig. 8(c). Concerning the AR, the variation of the antenna
horizontal extension causes a frequency shift [Fig. 8(b)]
that is in agreement with the one experienced by the |S11|
parameter [Fig. 8(a)]. Differently, the effect of varying h on
the AR is opposite [Fig. 8(d)] with respect to the one shown
in Fig. 8(c). Varying the vertical extension of the antenna
makes in fact varying both the inductive effect of the vias
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FIGURE 8. Effects of varying the main antenna geometrical parameters on both the |S11| (left column) and AR (right column). All the values are in mm.

TABLE 1. Optimized antenna geometrical parameter values.

and the capacitive effect between the two PCBs, which are
at the basis of the generation of the Eθ and the Eφ field
components, respectively. Because of this behavior, the h
parameter is fundamental to maximize the effectively usable
bandwidth, which is the overlap between the impedance and
the 3 dB AR bandwidths.
Concerning the impedance matching, this is mainly

controlled by the radii of the short (rv) and feeding (rf )
wires as well as by the short-feed distance (dfv). As in
a classical WP antenna, in fact, the proper design of the
system composed by the feed and shorting wires allows
the matching of the antenna input impedance to the port
impedance, usually 50�. This is shown in Fig. 8(e), where
the |S11| behavior for several dfv values is reported. It must
be pointed out that the variation of the short-feed distance
has no effect on the CP [Fig. 8(f)].

Finally, as shown in Fig. 8(g), the width of slot cut
(ws) in the top z-shaped strip can be changed to fine tune
the impedance matching, while the AR remains mostly
unchanged [Fig. 8(h)]. On the other hand, the antenna AR
can be optimized thanks to the width of the z-shape trunk
and the slots’ position, i.e., the length of the slot cut
(wt) and its distance from the center (ds). These variations
affect more the AR frequency shift [Figs. 8(j), 8(l)] rather
than the resonance frequency shift [Figs. 8(i), 8(k)]. As
a matter of fact, the balance between the amplitude of
the horizontal currents flowing on the z-shaped strips
and the vertical currents flowing on the vias can be
controlled by varying the position, length and width of the
slot.
Based on this parametric analysis, the antenna

optimization process was as follows. It first started with
changing the AL arms’ length la and PCB layers distance h
to obtain a proper resonance and a low AR in the required
frequency range. Successively, the optimal dfv value was
found, and finally, fine-tuning was performed by changing
the trunk width wt, the slot width ws and position ds. The
final antenna geometrical parameter values are reported in
Tab. 1.
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FIGURE 9. Surface current for t = 0 (a), (b), t = T/4 (c), (d), t = T/2 (e), (f) and
t = 3T/4 (g), (h), on the Loop (left) and WPA vias (right) from bottom and side views,
respectively.

C. CIRCULAR POLARIZATION ANALYSIS
In order to verify the CP mechanism as a combination
of horizontally and vertically polarized sources, Fig. 9
shows the current distribution from bottom and side view
respectively, for 4 equally-spaced time instants t = nT/4,
n = 0, 1 · · · 3, T being the period at f = 2.45 GHz. Currents
on the diagonal trunk are hidden for the sake of clarity, since
it has been already showed how currents in the feeding lines
of an AL offset each other in Fig. 2 and [31].
Fig. 9(a) shows a strong clockwise current flowing at

t = 0. In opposition, at the same time instant, the profile
view in Fig. 9(b) shows a moderate intensity of current on
the vias flowing from the lower PCB to the upper one. At this
instant, the AL radiation, thus the horizontal Eφ component,
is dominant compared to the WP one.

FIGURE 10. Antenna prototype during the measurements in the SATIMO Starlab
system.

In Fig. 9(c) the current on the AL arms at t = T/4 is
weaker than the one at the previous time instant. Fig. 9(d)
instead shows an increase of current intensity on vias,
meaning that now the vertical component becomes dominant
compared to the horizontal one generated by the loop. Both
currents flows in opposite direction compared to the previous
case.
At t = T/2, the amplitude of the current flowing on

the loop increases without changing its counterclockwise
direction, as shown in Fig. 9(e). Current on vias in Fig. 9(f)
keeps its direction but becomes weaker. Again, the AL-
generated Eφ component becomes dominant over Eθ .
Finally, at t = 3T/4, the current flow over the AL arms

changes its direction to clockwise again and gets weaker in
Fig. 9(g). As a consequence the current on vias in Fig. 9(h)
changes its direction too and increases in intensity.
Based on such an analysis, we can affirm that the Eφ and

Eθ components are 90◦ phased shifted by each other. As a
matter of fact, each maximum (minimum) current intensity
on vias is delayed by T/4 with respect to each current
maximum (minimum) intensity on the AL arms.

III. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the proposed antenna has been numeri-
cally and experimentally assessed. All the simulations have
been carried out using CST microwave studio electromag-
netic simulator. As for the measurements, a prototype of the
proposed antenna has been realized (Fig. 10). The two PCBs
have been printed using a photolithographic process, and
successively soldered to the vias with the help of a low-cost
3D printed PLA removable structure, which guaranteed the
distance between layers and the accurate positioning of the
vias. The S11 parameter was measured with a Keysight Vector
Network Analyzer (VNA), while the radiation patterns were
measured with a SATIMO Starlab system.
The comparison between simulated and measured values

for both |S11| and Total Efficiency is shown in Fig. 11. The
antenna exhibits a good impedance matching in the desired
band, with a simulated -10 dB matching band ranging
from 2.38 to 2.49 GHz (4.6%). Measurements are in good
agreement with the simulations, with the |S11| ≤ −10 dB
from 2.4 to 2.52 GHz (4.2%), thus covering the entire 2.4-
2.5 GHz ISM band.
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FIGURE 11. Simulated and measured antenna |S11| and total efficiency.

Despite the small dimensions, the antenna presents a
simulated maximum total efficiency of 87% at 2.45 GHz,
while the measured one is 86% at 2.48 GHz. The small
frequency shift (only 1.6%), as in the case of the S11 param-
eter in Fig. 11, can be ascribed to small imperfections in
the realization of the prototype. Nevertheless, the measured
antenna total efficiency is always higher than 70% all over
the 2.4-2.5 GHz ISM band.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the simulated and measured antenna

realized gain and AR patterns in both the azimuth and
elevation planes at 2.45 GHz. The patterns are shown in
terms of RHCP and LHCP gain components. In the azimuth
plane, the simulated RHCP component is always at least
15 dB higher than the LHCP one. The shapes of the radiation
pattern in the planes at θ = 90◦ [Fig. 12(a)], φ = 0◦
[Fig. 12(c)], and φ = 90◦ [Fig. 12(e)] confirm that the
antenna exhibits a classical dipole-like RHCP behavior with
an omnidirectional radiation behavior in the azimuth plane.
The elliptical shape of the RHCP radiation pattern is due

to the intrinsic asymmetry of the antenna structure. The AL
geometry used to excite the horizontally polarized radiation
component consists of two Z-shaped metallic layers that are
aligned only along one diagonal direction so that the currents
at the center of the structure can cancel each other. Moreover,
even the vias are placed along only one diagonal, thus further
increasing the asymmetry of the antenna structure. As a
result, the RHCP gain values are minimum (−0.24 dBic)
at φ = 60◦ and φ = 240◦, and maximum (1.91 dBic) at
φ = 150◦ and φ = 330◦.

Finally, it must be pointed out that measurements and sim-
ulations of the RHCP component are in very good agreement
[black curves in Figs 12(a), 12(c), and 12(e)]. Larger dif-
ferences between simulated and measured curves are visible
for the LHCP component [red curves in Figs 12(a), 12(c),
and 12(e)]. This is due to the fact that the small values of the
LHCP component, i.e., the cross-polar component [always
less than -10 dB in Fig. 12(a), and always less than −15 dB
in Figs. 12(c), and 12(e)] suffer more from the imperfections

FIGURE 12. Simulated and measured antenna RHCP and LHCP realized gain (left)
and AR (right) patterns in planes at θ = 90◦ (a), (b), φ = 0◦ (c), (d), and φ = 90◦ (e), (f).

of the prototype and from the accuracy of the measurement
system.
On the right column of Fig. 12, the AR further confirms

the OCP radiation. Both the simulated and the measured
AR values are always lower than 3 dB across the azimuth
plane [Fig. 12(b)]. In the elevation planes [Fig. 12(d) and
Fig. 12(f)], the AR is always lower than 3 dB in the
range between θ = 20◦ and θ = 135◦, confirming
that the RHCP is preserved over a vertical beamwidth
of 115◦. Also in this case, measured values are in good
agreement with the numerical ones. As the AR results are
calculated from the simulated and measured RHCP and
LHCP components, their differences are a direct consequence
of the differences between simulated and measured gain
values (mainly LHCP).

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a compact OCP antenna has been presented.
The RHCP radiation behavior has been obtained thanks to the
proper integration of an AL and a WP antenna structures. A
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the main OCP antenna solutions available in literature.

prototype of the antenna has been fabricated and tested. The
measured results are in good agreement with the simulated
ones and confirm the effectiveness of the proposed solution
in terms of both electrical and radiation characteristics.
Compared to the main alternative OCP antenna solutions

available in the literature (Tab. 2), the antenna proposed in
this paper presents a good trade-off between dimensions and
performance. The antenna size is, in fact, a key parameter
as antennas with small dimensions are better candidates for
integration in compact IoT devices. As shown in Tab. 2,
using branches or loops as antenna components (as done
in this work and in [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]) has
demonstrated to be, in general, more efficient in terms of sur-
face size compared to the use of patch slits [19], [20], [21]
or spiral slots [22], [23], and for reduced antenna profile
compared to DRAs [17], [18]. More specifically, only the
antennas presented in [27], [28] are smaller (in terms of
surface) than the solution proposed in this paper, but at the
cost of a strong performance reduction.
Comparing this work’s antenna to those of the same

type [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], the solution presented
in [24] exhibits a much wider bandwidth (25.6% vs. 4.9%),
but its planar extension is almost 6 times bigger and its gain
is 3 dB lower. The solution reported in [25] is much thinner
than our work (0.03λ vs. 0.08λ), but, again, its surface is
more than 6 times larger, and both the gain and the usable
bandwidth are slightly lower. The work in [26] presents
similar radiation performance with a 2.1 dBi gain, but its
volume is 12 times bigger and its usable bandwidth is thinner
(2.9% vs. 4.9%). Differently, the solution presented in [27]
has similar dimensions, but a smaller usable bandwidth
(3.9% vs. 4.9%), and a lower maximum azimuthal realized
gain (1.59 dBic vs. 1.91 dBic). Compared to the work in [28],
the antenna proposed here is 1.56 times larger and 2.67

times thicker. However, its bandwidth is 5 times wider (to
cover the entire 2.4-2.5 ISM band) and its gain is 1.89
times higher. Finally, the work in [29] exhibits a 1.2 larger
usable fractional bandwidth at the cost of a 1.6 larger planar
extension and for similar values of the realized gain (1.91
vs. 1.95 dBic).
In conclusion, thanks to its smaller dimensions, the design

proposed in this paper better fits the size constraints of
modern IoT devices, while still being able to cover the entire
2.4-2.5 GHz ISM band with good efficiency and gain values.
Moreover, The use of low-cost materials, the simplicity
of realization, and the robustness of the structure make
the proposed antenna ideal for large-scale IoT application
scenarios.
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